An enhanced autosegmental-metrical theory (AM+) facilitates phonetically transparent prosodic annotation
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Abstract

The application of autosegmental theory to a variety of tonal systems in the past 40 years has spurred a wealth of insight. The application of this theory to intonation languages spawned a family of transcription approaches known as Tones and Break Indices, or ToBI. This general theoretic framework, informed by metrical stress theory, has come to be known as autosegmental-metrical (AM) theory. Yet, a number of weaknesses and limitations have been noted, both at the theoretical and empirical levels.

We argue that core limitations in the traditional AM theoretic approach can be traced clearly to a failure to consistently and transparently encode syntagmatic relationships in phonology. Building on the core insights of traditional AM theory, and drawing on empirical evidence about cognitive representations for pitch from phonetics, music cognition, music theory, and cognitive neuroscience, we propose a new theoretic approach, termed enhanced AM theory, or AM⁺. This proposal offers a theoretical clarification of syntagmatic elements in phonology. It is shown that attributing both syntagmatic and paradigmatic properties to tones provides a unifying account of multiple outstanding challenges in tone and intonation research that have not yet found a satisfactory explanation.
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1. Introduction

Some 40 years have passed since core theoretic ideas about suprasegmental characteristics of languages were proposed as groundbreaking, well-cited Ph.D. dissertations at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) by Goldsmith [1], Pierrehumbert [2], and Liberman [3]– hereafter G76, P80, and L75, respectively – which formed the core ideas in what has come to be known as autosegmental-metrical (AM) theory. These theories spurred development of transcription tools known as Tones and Break Indices (ToBI) [4, 5], which have been applied to many languages.

Building on this body of work, 40+ years phonology and phonetics have contributed a core of important knowledge about how tonal aspects of languages work. Several ideas stand out. One idea that has received support is the notion that tones are autonomous from segmental structures but temporally coordinated with them [6]. Moreover, tones are recognized to be sparse, e.g., they do not occur on every syllable and are connected via F0 interpolations [7, 8]. In addition, tones participate in either pitch accents or edge tones [2, 9]. Starred tones of pitch accents associate with (and unstarrred tones flank) metrically prominent positions, while phrase tones associate with constituent edges [9].

A further robust empirical finding has been that F0 peaks, valleys, and elbows – transitions from a flat region of pitch to a rise or fall – constitute phonologically significant evidence of “tones” across a wide variety of intonation languages [e.g., 6, 10]. More recently, evidence has accrued that abstract tonal structure is better conceived as having indices in terms of perceptual targets involving auditory pitch, as opposed to F0 indices like peaks, valleys and “elbows” [e.g., 11].

2. Historical ideas from autosegmental-metrical (AM) phonology

The foundational theoretic ideas for the above findings which have framed research and empirical study for the past 40 years are the proposals of G76 and P80. These proposals theorized that tones have paradigmatic phonological status, meaning that they are defined relative to the speaker’s pitch range. A core observation about how lexical tone languages work is that a single-syllable word can be spoken in isolation with a level tone, and perceivers can recognize the tone [12, 13]. Perceptual studies demonstrate that in intonation languages, listeners can discern the location of a syllable in a speaker’s pitch range with reasonably good accuracy [14, 15].

A further foundational proposal was the metrical stress theory of L75 [3], which led to an understanding of the hierarchical organization of stress. The influence of metrical theory is reflected in the eponymous term autosegmental-metrical (AM) theory. Metrical stress theory was assumed to hold in P80; however, the way in which metrical hierarchies interact with tone was unexplored in that work. In the following section we outline some problems and challenges with the theoretical ideas of G76 and P80.

3. Problems with strictly paradigmatic tonal representations

It is abundantly clear that both paradigmatic aspects as well as syntagmatic aspects of representations are important for tonal systems [13, 16]. Syntagmatic properties have long been thought to be central to tonal representations across languages [17, 18]. There is considerable evidence that cognitive representations of tonal information include syntagmatic relationships in lexical tone languages [19, 20], intonation languages [21], and non-linguistic tonal systems (cf. world musical traditions) [22, 23].

Both G76 and P80 acknowledged the importance of syntagmatic relationships for tonal representations, but prioritized only the capture of paradigmatic aspects in
phonology. As it turns out, the assumption of strictly paradigmatic features in phonology was highly problematic. We outline here three core problems with this assumption.

### 3.1. Complex phonetic rules and mechanisms for tone scaling that didn’t work

To supplement this “weak” phonology, it was necessary to invent a “strong” phonetics. P80 proposed rules that map the phonological representation (abstract level tone target sequences) to the phonetic representation (the F0 contour). These rules, comprising a complex set of equations laid out in an entire chapter of P80, were the main mechanism in the “grammar” for scaling the relative F0 heights of tones, one to another. They entailed an assumption of an abstract tone reference line necessary for phonetic scaling of tones, together with a gradient parametric value (which was termed “prominence” but which was equated with F0), along with abstruse parameters $n$ and $k$, which lacked a phonetic interpretation.

Pierrehumbert and Beckman [9] later proposed a version of the phonetic module that dispensed entirely with the phonetic rules, instead proposing that paradigmatic tones were scaled with respect to both a high reference line and low reference line, as a function of a parameter again termed “prominence” but which was just F0. A variety of other proposals were put forward which varied with respect to numbers of reference lines, whether reference lines were static or dynamically changed, and whether tones were assumed to be on reference lines or could vary freely with respect to the reference lines, e.g., [24].

There was, furthermore, a serious problem with the phonetic rules in P80: they did not actually restrict syntagmatic relative F0 heights of tones. As demonstrated in Dilley and Brown [21] (pp. 545-548), the rules failed to successfully restrict scaling of L and H tones so that specific claimed F0 contours would correspond to the intended tonal entities. For example, Dilley and Brown show that even for bitonal accents like L+H* and L*+H – uniformly assumed to correspond to rising contours – the rules permitted H tones to fall below adjacent L tones, allowing L+H* and L*+H to map onto falling contours. These problems are not limited to these two accents, but are instead widespread throughout the accounts for tonal sequences of a variety of types.

### 3.2. Inconsistencies in mapping pitch accents to F0 events

Numerous complications and inconsistencies in the pitch accent inventory can be traced to the piecemeal way in which syntagmatic restrictions were handled in P80. For example, the theoretical distinction between bitonal accents like L+H* and single-tone accents like H* was itself motivated in part as a means of capturing syntagmatic relations (P80, p. 4). This treatment implicitly posited that relative heights of other tones in sequence (for example, L* followed by H*) were unconstrained in their relative heights by phonology – leaving a legacy of inconsistent treatment in ToBI’s*’s notational conventions regarding which pairs of tones in a sequence “code” for syntagmatic relative tone heights, and which do not.

As already noted, the tone scaling rules did not actually restrict the syntagmatic relative heights of the two tones of bitonal pitch accents to surface with the intended F0 contours. Further, floating L tones were posited, which were proposed to never be phonetically realized. These are only a handful of the many inconsistencies in mapping pitch accents to F0 events assumed in P80.

### 3.3. Complications in when F0 curves correspond to phonetic interpolation versus tones

A third problem had to do with complications in when F0 curves correspond to phonetic interpolation versus tones. The exceptional treatment of the L tone in H*+L accents as a “floating low” tone in P80 in order to codify a syntagmatic relationship among high-toned events necessitated a further, somewhat bizarre, theory-internal complication regarding a proposal for non-monotonic, “sagging” interpolation contours. A lesser-known “bulging interpolation” function H tones stems from the assumption that a “late peak” can sometimes arise on a nonprominent syllable. Dilley and Heffner [8] showed evidence that this contour is categorically distinctive from a H accent with a peak on the stressed syllable. Finally, the inconsistency in whether level-pitched regions are to be characterized as tone copying (cf. G76), multiple tone association, or secondary association has not been resolved.

### 4. An enhanced autosegmental-metrical theory: AM+ (“AM plus”)

An “enhanced” autosegmental-metrical theory is proposed here, termed AM+ (“AM plus”). AM+ integrates insights from 40+ years of empirical work in intonational phonology, as well as research in speech perception, music cognition, and cognitive neuroscience. We develop a notational device adapted for linguistic systems that is derived from insights about cognitive representations of non-linguistic tonal information – from auditory streaming studies, music cognition studies, and music theory [22, 23, 25, 26].

A central part of AM+ theory is its assumption that syntagmatic aspects of tone are part of cognitive representations for tonal systems cross-linguistically. AM+ assumes syntagmatic features are part of phonology. AM+ proposes that paradigmatic aspects of tones are also part of cross-linguistic tonal systems, and to be specified lexically in some tonal systems, and post-lexically in others. Syntagmatic aspects of tones, which specify the relationships of tones with one another in sequence, are likewise assumed to be specified in the lexicon in some cases, and to be assigned post-lexically in others. It is proposed that each language draws on a combination of paradigmatic and syntagmatic tonal specifications, where there will be different densities of specification at the lexical or post-lexical levels. In the following we outline some key facets of this new theoretic approach.

### 4.1. Tones are viewed as abstract pitch targets

AM+ conceives of tones in cognitive, abstract terms. In this theory, tones are abstract pitch targets that involve language-specific sensorimotor mappings. Conceiving of tones as abstract pitch targets which instantiate experience-dependent sensorimotor mappings is well-grounded in empirical research from the past two decades in speech perception, music cognition, and cognitive neuroscience [27-30]. To relate concepts of tones in traditional AM theory to AM+, note that a “H” tone which in traditional AM theory was taken to correspond to an F0 peak (cf. P80) can be fundamentally re-expressed as an abstract pitch target that is syntactically constrained to be higher in pitch than a tonal target to the left and to the right. Viewed in this way, a syllable which is...
autosegmentally associated with a H tone naturally maps in most speaking situations to an F0 peak. However, since tonal targets are intrinsically perceptual in nature, other F0 mappings are possible, such as F0 plateaux [21, 31] or variations in the F0 shape as given by e.g., tonal center of gravity [32, 33]. AM+ thus provides a unifying explanation for observed correspondences between abstract tones and their typical F0 consequences, cf. F0 peaks, valleys and plateaux.

4.2. The feature set is syntagmatic

The phonological representations in AM+ are based on two syntagmatic tone features: [+/- same], which distinguishes same and different, and [+/- higher], which distinguishes higher and lower. [+/- higher] is only specified in the case of [+same]. The phonological representations in AM+ are based on two syntagmatic tone features: [+/- same], which distinguishes same and different, and [+/- higher], which distinguishes higher and lower. [+/- higher] is only specified in the case of [+same].

The notation Tn / Tn-1 is adopted to represent a pair of adjacent tones on an AM+ grid tier that is constrained by a given syntagmatic feature; the entity on the right of the “/” is the referent entity. For example, Tn / Tn-1 = [+same, +higher] means that Tn is higher than Tn-1; phonetically, this corresponds to a rise. By extension, a reciprocal relationship exists between two tones captured through the relationality of this expression. A rise in forward-time is just a fall in reverse-time, which is captured by a sign change when the referent entity is in the past, e.g., Tn / Tn-1 = [+same, -higher]; this is termed the Reciprocal Property.

4.3. Paradigmatic aspects of tonal representations reduce to syntagmatic features

Paradigmatic features have been traditionally characterized as “tone levels” according to which tones are defined relative to a speaker’s pitch range. AM+ offers a formalization of this view according to which “paradigmatic” tone levels arise from a syntagmatic relationship between a tone, on the one hand, and an abstract (phonological) referent quantity, on the other, which is phonetically defined with respect to a speaker’s own pitch. Specifically, paradigmatic tonal representations are formally codified as a syntagmatic relationship between a lexically-specified tone, T, and an abstract referent level, r, the value r is phonetically interpreted as the speaker’s mean pitch (or habitual pitch). A “High” tone which is high in speakers’ pitch ranges is represented as T / r = [+same, +higher], a “Low” tone which is low in speakers’ ranges is T / r = [-same, -higher], and a tone which is at speakers’ mean or habitual pitch levels is T / r = [+same]. If a tone, T, is not specified in the lexicon to have a particular featural relationship with respect to r, then at the speech motor planning stage, we propose that the first tone in an utterance, T1, receives post-lexical assignment of features for T1 / r. Thereafter, lexically-specified features for tones, together with post-lexical expressive factors like prominence and intended meaning, will determine the overall placement of tones in the speaker’s pitch range.

Importantly, paradigmatic representations specified according to a common referent have an interesting benefit: they allow obtaining syntagmatic relationships “for free” when tones are strung together by default in sequence. For example, a language with two lexical tones, TH for “High” tone and TL for “Low” tone, might specify that T1 / r = [+same, +higher] and T1 / r = [+same, -higher]. Because T1 is higher than r and T1 is at the same level as r, deductive reasoning ensures that by default, TH will be higher than TL. Language-specific rules might modify default syntagmatic relationships in ways that could be used to distinguish meanings [19]. This account appears to fit well the case of Hausa, for which syntagmatic relative heights of H tones in HL sequences distinguishes statements from questions [37].

Five tonal levels can be captured in AM+ by proposing the feature [+/- small]. This feature codifies tonal distance: [+small] represents a small tonal distance, while [-small] indicates a large tonal distance [23]. We propose that [+/-small], like [+/-high], is only specified for [+same]. A language with five level tones – Extra High, High, Mid, Low, Extra Low (EH, H, M, L, EL) – could be described as in Table 1.

4.4. The metrical grid and AM+ grid tiers

RaP and AM+ theory elaborate productively on the relationship between hierarchical metrical structure and tonal associations. AM+ and RaP adopt the starred tone notation “*” used previously to describe tones which autosegmentally associate with a metrically prominent syllable. Metrically prominent syllables are marked in RaP with x (moderate prominence) or X (strong prominence), where the latter would occupy a higher grid tier position than the former. Importantly, AM+ theory proposes that starred tones which associate with prominent metrical positions propagate upward to be represented in positions of adjacency on higher grid tiers. Following the idea of traditional metrical grid formalisms, higher levels of AM+ grid tiers entail adjacency of elements that occupy them. The significance of this is that on higher grid tiers, nonadjacent tones may be specified for syntagmatic featural relationships lexically or post-lexically. This allows an account
of tone register phenomena, e.g., downstep, downdrift, and upstep [24, 38]. A metrical account is consistent with a growing body of evidence of metrical interactions in a variety of languages with very different tonal systems [39, 40].

4.5. Notational conventions in AM+ and RaP

There are several other notational conventions and standardizations that are instantiated in AM and codified in RaP’s conventions which enhance phonetic transparency and explanatory power relative to ToBI.

4.5.1. Strictly monotonic interpolation functions

Interpolation functions are strictly monotonic, ensuring that all turning points are coded as tones. Multiple studies have demonstrated evidence against PR0’s proposal that certain F0 turning points are not tones but rather reflexes of exceptional non-monotonic interpolation functions [7, 8, 41].

4.5.2. Tones and timing slots

An aspect of AM theory which notably increases phonetic transparency is that every tone must be associated with a timing slot. This effectively disallows floating tones and multiple associations between a single tone and more than one timing slot (cf. tone spread or secondary association). Like ToBI*, RaP allows multiple tones to be associated with a syllable.

4.5.3. Meaningful pitch range differences

AM+ and RaP accounts for ToBI’s much-studied distinction between H* vs. L+H* [42]. First, note that RaP repurposes ToBI’s “*” symbol to indicate a small pitch interval (+small). RaP then captures the contours as L+H* (for ToBI’s H*) vs. L+H+ (for ToBI’s L+H*).

4.5.4. Phrase edges

By definition, a phrase-initial tone has no earlier-occurring tone in the same phrase; rather, its phonological status as “high” or “low” is fully determined by the following tone if there is no paradigmatic lexical specification. The phrase-initial tone thus redundantly corresponds to the reciprocal (via the Reciprocal Property) of the tone in second position in the phrase; this is noted in RaP with “:”. The three ways of beginning a phrase are a rise, symbolized E+ (omitting “+” and “*”), a fall, symbolized H+L, or a level pitch, symbolized EE.

4.5.5. Sparse tonal representation

Consistent with a sparse tonal representation, adjacent syntagmatic features are required to have different featural specifications. As a result, when two rising intervals – [+same, +higher] – are adjacent to one another, one of them must be [-small] and the other [+small]. Phonologically, adjacent syntagmatic features of [+same] are thus banned for T1 T2 T3. Phonetically, this corresponds to a slope change, with a tone – starred or unstarred – indicated at the locus of the slope change. As a consequence of these assumptions, there are no sequences like E*+E, E*+E+ or E* E, meaning that P80’s assertion that strings of L* accents may give rise to a low, flat pitch is not supported in the present theory.

5. Conclusions

Numerous problems exist with traditional AM theory and ToBI. These serious problems included complex phonetic rules for tone scaling that didn’t work [21], inconsistencies in mapping pitch accents to F0 events, and complications in when F0 curves corresponded to intonational phenomena. It was shown that these problems can all be traced to a failure to clearly and consistently codify syntagmatic aspects of tone.

An enhanced autosegmental-metrical theory was introduced here, termed AM+ theory (“AM plus theory”) as an alternative. AM+ offers a simpler, more compact theory with fewer unsupported elements which results in substantial improvements in phonetic transparency. AM+ accounts for a number of outstanding tonal phenomena in intonational and tonal phonology. It integrates evidence from 25+ years of research across disciplines, in phonetics, music cognition/ theory, and cognitive neuroscience [22, 23, 25-30].

AM+ offers the novel proposal that tones are themselves endowed with both syntagmatic and paradigmatic properties. Through a novel syntagmatic notational device, paradigmatic aspects of tone are shown to be formally reduced to syntagmatic features. Further, it is shown that when paradigmatic tonal aspects are appropriately expressed, it is possible to obtain syntagmatic aspects “for free”.

AM+ is implemented with the Rhythm and Pitch (RaP) annotation system, which offers a phonetically transparent alternative to ToBI*. Its phonetic transparency makes RaP a useful starting point for developing the International Prosodic Alphabet (IPrA) [43]. RaP has been implemented as a full annotation system, with a publically available set of interactive training materials, and a corpus of RaP-labeled speech [44]. A large-scale study comparing annotation agreement between labelers trained in both the RaP and ToBI systems demonstrated RaP agreement levels that were equal to, and in some cases exceeded, agreement levels for ToBI [35].

AM+ is a theory which retains the best insights of traditional AM approaches, while affording new insights, as well as considerable improvement in phonetic transparency. RaP and AM+ are informed by 40+ years of research in phonetics, phonology, music cognition, and cognitive neuroscience. We hope that researchers will embrace paradigm change by moving toward AM+ and a phonetically transparent system like RaP, in the interests of fostering future discovery in tone and intonation research.
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